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Chris Bertish
Dream It. See it. Believe It. Achieve It

Imagine crossing the Atlantic on a Stand Up Paddle Board
How many of us have travelled by air or on a large cruise liner across the
Atlantic Ocean?
Have we ever imagined doing this ALONE and without any assistance?
Then to make it even more of a challenge, let us do it on a specially
designed Stand-Up Paddle Board for 93 days…..and let us do this from
Morocco to the USA.
Yes, can you find an adventurer or explorer who has done this in a rowing
boat, with family or part of a team, or in a race again with a team.
What makes Chris unique is that he did this alone and unassisted (no
other support anywhere!!), in a specially designed boat where he could
only stand and NOT sit for 93 days.
Imagine having to mentally motivate yourself every day, alone with your
own thoughts. Your hands are blistered RAW, your back can hardly move,
OH and a great white shark was tracking you for 7 days, never mind being
thrown off your vessel during a raging storm.
You do not have to image this, YOU can BOOK Chris Bertish and hear his
story in person, you can live through the adventure and be taken to
believe that you are there on the ocean with him.

At the end, you can purchase his book which he will autograph personally
for you or if you only want Chris for a virtual talk we will arrange for his
book to be shipped to you. Otherwise simply click below and purchase
directly from Amazon.

Read more on Chris

Travels From:
California, US

Booking Rates:
Virtual Fee:

Client Reviews:
13 Client Reviews:

R25,000
“His incredibly
inspiring talk stuck
deeply in my mind
and motivated me
to: get back into
fitness, take on
intentional nutrition
for health rather
than just pleasure.”
MICHAEL
EASTWOOD – NASA

Most Popular Keynotes
Virtual:
THRIVE: SURVIVING AND THRIVING IN TURBULENT TIMES!
10 TOOLS FOR REMOTE SUCCESS
ACHIEVING THE IMPOSSIBLE! THE MAVERICKS BIG WAVE STORY
In Person:
LIMITLESS: THE SUP CROSSING STORY
ACHIEVING THE IMPOSSIBLE! THE MAVERICKS BIG WAVE STORY
SAVING STRIPE! A CONSERVATION SPECIFIC KEYNOTE
Team Building:
FIRESIDE TALKS: INTIMATE EVENING
TEAM BUILDING: SUP SESSIONS
UNLOCK YOUR SUPERPOWERS WORKSHOP
THE MAVERICKS EXPERIENCE: A WALK & TALK EXPERIENCE

Watch Chris in action

Sneak Peek into his next
Adventure.
The TransPac Wing Project
In June and July of 2021, Chris Bertish plans to solo wing-foil 2750
nautical miles across the Pacific, from Half Moon Bay, California to
Oahu, Hawaii. It will require him to complete two marathons per day,
non-stop for fifty days; unsupported and completely unassisted, with
only his trusty GPS and a global social media audience for company.

He's not only doing this to break a world record, but to raise huge
amounts of awareness and money for conservation, climate change,
education, and sustainability, while inspiring positive change to all
who follow this journey.

Watch the Video below

BOOK CHRIS TO SPEAK

Stoked!

This is the story of how a skinny little kid from Kenilworth in Cape
Town managed to travel halfway around the world without
sponsorship, and then outwit, outsmart and outperform the world’s
best-paid professional athletes on a day that changed his life, and the
sport of big-wave surfing, forever …

Big-wave surfer Chris Bertish was the first South African to brave the
monster waves of Mavericks, winning the Mavericks Big Wave
Invitational surfing event in the biggest and heaviest waves ever
recorded in the history of the sport. That same year, he finished third
on the Big Wave World Tour, despite only surfing three of the five
events.

Chris’s mantra is Dream it, See it, Believe it, Achieve it.

Purchase Book

Follow Chris on social media:
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